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Top Five New Innovations from
Apple
by Apple Gazette

Apple, as a company, is always and forever coming up with
the newest and coolest innovations. Everything from the iPod
to the iPad, and all that came in between has been the thrill
of tech enthusiasts for years. Talk about every innovation
on Facebook, Twitter, and practically the whole Internet is
always to be expected.
The peak of every gift-giving season can almost always
guarantee the presence of an Apple product in some way,
shape, or form. Winning the battle at times against its biggest
rival Google, Apple puts up a super fight this year.
So what’s the biggest and best of the innovation pool
currently? Here’s our take – a quick overview of the top five
most current innovations from the Apple.
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Apple innovations
Newest battery innovations
Apple techs have recently developed a new, sleeker-designed
battery for their most popular products. This is huge for the
company, as Apple products don’t have the best reputation
for their battery life. It may seem like a small innovation for
the company, but reality says it’s a much greater achievement.
Their new terraced battery cell will add at least 35 percent
more to the standard battery life of an updated product.

Continued on page 7.
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple Computer User Group.
Membership privileges include this newsletter, access
to a large public domain software and video/audio
tape library, local vendor discounts, special interest
groups, and other special offers.

by John Buckley

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.
The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.

Apple’s Long, Winding Road
to OLED and What it Says
About the Next 4 iPhones
by Mark Rogowsky, Forbes

Rumors out of the Far East have Japan Display, one of
the two major suppliers of displays for Apple’s iPhone,
gearing up to mass produce OLED displays by the spring
of 2018. Not exactly a household name, Japan Display was
formed in 2012 by Hitachi, Sony and Toshiba, combining
what was left out of their crumbling LCD businesses. The
thriving consortium has been a rare success story, winning
business from Apple among others. But with the iPhone
rumored to be moving to OLED displays in coming years,
Japan Display had two choices: gear up for the switch or
lose a critical customer. That they’re apparently making a
move indicates a lot about the competition to supply parts
to the world’s most profitable smartphone not to mention
how hard it is for Apple to make change.

Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.
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Rich, OLED contrast and color might be coming to the iPhone.
But no time soon (Source: LG)
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As I’ve explained here at Forbes before, when Apple wants
to add something new to the iPhone the process is much
trickier than it once was. Back when the company was
just getting started in smartphones and had volumes in the
few-million range, it could quietly source, for example, the
latest and greatest camera perhaps just a few months before
going into production on a new model of the iPhone. Things
don’t work that way anymore. In the 12 months ending
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Internet SIG
3 Search Sites that Don’t
Track You Like Google Does
by Kim Komando

Google is the go-to site for most people
when they need to find something online
or learn new information. Unfortunately,
while Google is great at Web searches, it
doesn’t have a stellar track record when
it comes to privacy. It saves your search
history, reads your email in Gmail,
tracks your location, keeps everything
you say to “OK Google,” and a lot more.

being trapped in a filter bubble, which actually means you
get more results.

Why Google Spies on You
The reason Google does this is partly to make its services
more useful to you by knowing what you want before you
want it. The other part is to serve you targeted ads. In fact,
I recently told you how Google is tracking the websites you
visit and the videos you watch, to better understand your
interests. Google, which also owns the digital ad network
DoubleClick, serves you up interest-based ads, specifically
for you. If that’s a little too creepy, follow these steps to
opt out of Google’s interest-based ads.
Aside from the blatant ad targeting, Google filters results
for you based on past search history while still targeting
you with ads. This is called a “filter bubble.” This means
that you and a family member could search for the same
term but come up with different results. To be fair, Google
does let you wipe your search history, but it’s always
going to be trying to put two and two together.
If you’re tired of Google and its lax view of privacy, here
are three private search sites that don’t track you. Be sure
to check all three to find the one that’s best for you.
1. DuckDuckGo
DuckDuckGo is a solid Google replacement, and it
doesn’t track or target your IP address or search history.
You don’t have to worry about targeted search results or

2. Yippy
If you have kids or grandchildren running around your
house, chances are they’ve sat with you while you searched
online for something kid-friendly, like suggestions for
movies to watch or books to help with their homework. If
so, you dread that inevitable moment when your innocent
search turns into less-than-innocent results. Bam! The
very sites you’re protecting them from pop up on your
computer screen.
All your efforts to keep youngsters in your life safe from
that inappropriate trash go up in smoke. Fortunately, there’s
a Google-type site called Yippy that’s got you covered.
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DuckDuckGo includes the nifty calculators and other
tricks you’ve come to expect on Google, but that’s not
all. You can customize its interface, with search shortcuts
and an Instant Answers feature that’s just as good as, if
not better than, Google’s Knowledge Graph. You can
also make DuckDuckGo an extension of your browser and
activate more privacy settings to keep your search history
as protected as possible.

Continued on page 9.
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Innovation, the Internet, Gadgets and More
Artificially Intelligent Software Is Replacing the
Textbook—and Reshaping American Education
by Will Oremus

No More Pencils, No More Books (Part 2) This is the second of a 3-part article to be published in the GAAB’er this month and
next month.

Meanwhile, a much-hyped movement to “disrupt” higher
education by offering college classes online for free has
begun to fizzle. MOOCs were touted in TED talks and
Wired cover stories as a disruptive force that would throw
open the gates to an Ivy League–quality instruction to
anyone with an Internet connection. Yet in 2013, just as
the hype was peaking, evidence began to mount that the
courses were having something less than their desired
effect. Students signed up in droves, but only a tiny fraction
completed the courses. It’s too early to declare MOOCs
dead. Surely they’ll evolve. But thoughtful educators have
largely backed away from the notion that online classes are
ready to replace those taught in person, the old-fashioned
way. At this point, online lectures may be better viewed
as an alternative to the textbook than as a replacement for
the entire classroom.

Illustration by Natalie Matthews-Ramo

“We’re a learning science company.”
David Levin, CEO of McGraw-Hill Education
That’s of little comfort, however, to the companies whose
businesses are built on selling actual textbooks. The big
publishers’ bottom lines had already taken a hit from
the rise of online marketplaces like Amazon that make
it easier than ever to buy used textbooks. Now they face
added pressure to differentiate their pricey offerings from
the perfectly serviceable free videos and course materials
available on sites like Coursera and Khan Academy. At
stake is an educational publishing industry that takes in
an estimated $8 billion per year in sales revenue in the
United States alone, according to figures provided by the
Association of American Publishers.

David Levin, CEO of McGraw-Hill Education, tells me his
company views all of this as an imperative to reinvent its
core products. To retain its value, Levin says, the textbook
of the 21st century can’t just be a multimedia reference
source. It has to take a more active role in the educational
process. It has to be interactive, comprehensive, and maybe
even intelligent. It has to make students’ and teachers’
lives easier by automating things they’d otherwise do
themselves. The smarter it gets, the more aspects of the
educational experience it can automate—and the more
incentive schools and teachers will have to adopt it.
ALEKS wasn’t originally designed to revive the fortunes of
the textbook industry. The software—whose name stands
for Assessment and Learning in Knowledge Spaces—
was developed by a team of mathematicians, cognitive
scientists, and software engineers at UC–Irvine in the
1990s, with support from a National Science Foundation
grant. It was meant to elucidate and test a specific
mathematical theory of how knowledge is constructed
and how it can be described. But ALEKS’ creators weren’t
content to cloister their work in the ivory tower. They
formed a private company in 1996, and McGraw-Hill
Education bought it in 2013. Now the former textbook
giant and its investors are banking on ALEKS to become
a profit machine as well as a teaching tool.
I say “former textbook giant” because it no longer thinks
of itself as a textbook company. “We’re a learning science
company,” Levin says. In fact, since being sold by parent
company McGraw-Hill to a private-equity firm for $2.5
billion in 2013, McGraw-Hill Education is beginning to
more closely resemble a technology company—as are, to
varying degrees, its major rivals in the textbook business.
These established players are being pushed by, and
partnering with, Silicon Valley–backed ed-tech startups
such as Knewton, whose adaptive learning platform is one
of ALEKS’ top rivals.
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McGraw-Hill Education still has its headquarters in a
high-rise office building in Manhattan’s Penn Plaza. But
these days the real action is at its research and development
hub in Boston’s Innovation District, where the software
developers who sit plugging away at machine-learning
algorithms could be mistaken for employees of an early
stage tech startup. Overseeing McGraw-Hill Education’s
digital operations is Stephen Laster, who worked alongside
the “father of disruption,” Clayton Christensen, in a
previous job as chief information and technology officer
at Harvard Business School. Levin, the CEO, was brought
on in April 2014, not because of his background in
textbooks—he had none—but because of his experience
running technology companies. His résumé includes a
stint as CEO of Symbian Software, an early global leader
in developing operating systems for mobile phones. Now
McGraw-Hill’s products have begun to pop up at techindustry confabs like the Consumer Electronics Show in
Las Vegas.
It didn’t take long for McGraw-Hill Education and its rivals
to grasp the appeal of a “digital-first” strategy. For decades,
used textbooks have sapped the industry’s profits. College
students save money by buying used books, checking
them out at the library, or just Xeroxing their classmates’
books. All of which frustrates textbook companies, which
respond by hiking prices. That boosts their revenue in the
short term. But it also reinforces the vicious cycle, driving
schools and students to find ever more creative ways to
avoid buying new books.
Software is different: You can require an individual,
nontransferrable license for each student in every class,
so that course materials can’t be resold or passed down
from year to year. Since the marginal cost of a license is
essentially zero, you can charge far less—say, $25 per
student versus upward of $100 for a new print textbook.
Course materials look cheaper, but the textbook companies
end up with far greater profits. Revenues from McGrawHill Education’s digital products jumped by 24 percent in
2014, and they now account for close to a third of its $2
billion in annual revenue.
The goal of immersive digital learning, says Pearson’s
Stephen Frail, is to make course materials “more
compelling than Facebook.”
McGraw-Hill Education’s transformation has dramatically
altered its fortunes. This August, Apollo Global Management
announced plans to take the company public in an offering
that reportedly would value it at nearly $5 billion—more
than double what it was worth just 2½ years ago.

This fall Pearson introduced an “immersive digital learning
tool” called Revel that reimagines the textbook as a
multimedia experience replete with videos, interactive
exercises, and animated infographics. The goal, Pearson’s
Stephen Frail tells me, is to make the course materials
“more compelling than Facebook,” which after all is only
“one click away” whenever a student is doing coursework
on her computer or tablet. To that end, Frail says, “We
don’t want students to go too long without having to do
something with the information they’re acquiring.” The
mantra is: “Read a little, do a little.”
Public schools and universities, always under pressure to
rein in costs and improve student performance, are proving
especially receptive to the tech book pitch. They’re being
spurred along by government programs like Race to the
Top and influential nonprofits like the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, whose focus on educational standards
and performance metrics dovetails with the software’s
design. All the grant-giving and grant-writing has given
rise to a raft of overlapping buzzwords, including “adaptive
learning,” “personalized learning,” and “differentiated
learning,” whose definitions are so amorphous that few
can agree on them.
What’s clear is that digital platforms are catching on fast.
A survey by the Book Industry Study Group, a trade group,
found that 10 percent of college students in 2014 were
taking at least one class that was run through an online
platform. This year that figure jumped to 40 percent.
It’s tempting, for those who have spent their lives as
educators, to dismiss the whole trend as the latest technofad, destined to distract administrators and upset curricula
for a few years until the next one comes along. But there
are two reasons why adaptive learning might prove more
durable than that. The first is that the textbook companies
have invested in it so heavily that there may be no going
back. The second: It might, in at least some settings, really
work.
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The other large textbook publishers are busy developing
interactive software of their own. Boston-based Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt has an iPad-based math tool called
Fuse whose interface can be tailored to each student’s
“learning style”: more videos for visual learners, games
for kinesthetic learners, and so forth. London-based
Pearson has partnered with (and invested heavily in)
Knewton, a venture capital–funded New York City startup
whose adaptive learning platform plugs into the textbook
companies’ course materials. In 2011, Knewton raised
$33 million in a funding round that valued it at about
$150 million. It’s now rumored to be worth several times
that amount.

6
A once-struggling middle school near Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina, credits its embrace of ALEKS and other
adaptive software platforms for boosting test scores,
student engagement, and even teacher attendance. A
STEM-focused charter school in Wisconsin saw similar
gains and, according to Education Week, was so impressed
with the technology that it redirected funding from a fulltime educational position to buy more digital assessment
materials.

at Carnegie Mellon University. Its efficacy has been
closely studied over the years, and in some settings it has
appeared to substantially boost students’ performance. Yet
a 2010 federal review of the research found “no discernible
effects” on high school students’ standardized test scores.
The picture was further complicated in 2013, when the
RAND Corporation published the results of a massive,
seven-year, $6 million controlled study involving 147
middle and high schools across seven states. The study
compared students’ performance in traditional algebra
classrooms with those in “blended” classrooms designed
around the Cognitive Tutor software. The results at the
middle school level were inconclusive. At the high school
level, the study found no significant results in the first
year of the program’s implementation. Students who took
the software-based course for a second year, however,
improved their scores twice as much between the beginning
and end of the year as those who remained in traditional
classrooms.
“So far in educational technology, we’re in the Model T
stage.”
Carnegie Learning co-founder Ken Koedinger

Illustration by Natalie Matthews-Ramo

Arizona State University has made adaptive software,
most notably from Knewton and Pearson, the centerpiece
of a dozen college courses over the past three years and
is branching beyond math into disciplines like chemistry,
psychology, and economics. (Disclosure: Slate partners
with ASU and New America on Future Tense.) The
university says its adaptive courses now enroll some
26,000 students annually. “We don’t have a failure yet,”
says Adrian Sannier, whose official role at the university is
chief academic technology officer. Incongruous as it sounds
today, it’s a job title that could someday be as familiar on
American campuses as dean of students.

An optimist looks at those results and concludes that
properly implementing the technology simply requires
an adjustment period on the part of the students, the
teachers, or both. Do it right, and you’ll be rewarded with
significant gains. The optimist would also be sure to point
out that we’re still in the early days of developing both the
technology and the pedagogy that surrounds it.

But that’s hardly inevitable. The history of educational
technology is littered with failed efforts to automate
key aspects of the teaching process, from B.F. Skinner’s
mechanical “teaching machines” in the 1950s to the
e-learning craze of the first dot-com boom. Resistance to
change runs deep in the teaching profession, and adoption
of best practices is sluggish even in the rare instances where
experts can agree on what those practices are. Adaptive
software isn’t quite there yet. For all the isolated success
stories, controlled studies of its efficacy over the years
have yielded murkier results.

Count Carnegie Learning co-founder Ken Koedinger
as a cautious optimist. Koedinger does not work for the
company, which was sold for $75 million in 2011 to the
Apollo Education Group, the education conglomerate
whose holdings include the University of Phoenix chain
of for-profit colleges. (It’s not affiliated with Apollo Global
Management, the private-equity firm that bought McGrawHill Education.) Koedinger has remained at his post as a
professor of human-computer interaction and psychology
at Carnegie Mellon University, where he continues to
develop and study adaptive software. “I think the potential
is super,” Koedinger says. “I like to think of analogies
to other places where science and technology have had
an impact, like transportation. We went from walking
to horse-drawn carriages to Model Ts, and now we have
jet planes. So far in educational technology, we’re in the
Model T stage.”

One of the oldest and most influential of the current crop
of adaptive software programs is Carnegie Learning’s
Cognitive Tutor for algebra, developed in the early 1990s

Peter Brusilovsky, a professor at the University of
Pittsburgh and a pioneer in adaptive learning, says he’s
seen (and conducted) plenty of studies in which the use
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of adaptive software led to higher test scores. When it
doesn’t, he says, it could be because the software simply
isn’t very good. Or it could be a function of the learning
curve required of teachers and students when they try to
implement a novel approach for the first time.
A pessimist looks at educational technology’s track record
and sees something different: a long history of big promises
and underwhelming results. “I think the claims made by
many in ‘adaptive learning’ are really overblown,” says
Audrey Watters, an education writer who has emerged
as one of ed tech’s more vocal critics. “The research is
quite mixed: Some shows there is really no effect when
compared to traditional instruction; some shows a small
effect. I’m not sure we can really argue it’s an effective
way to improve education.”
Even ALEKS’s creators would admit the technology
still has a long way to go. The best of today’s artificial
intelligence can’t begin to approach the aptitude of a human
teacher when it comes to relating to students, understanding
their strengths and weaknesses, and delivering the
instruction they need.
You can see this immediately in Whelan’s classroom at
Westchester Community College. When student Spencer
Dunnings, who was 18 at the time I visited the classroom
last year, gets stuck on an equation, he follows ALEKS’s
prompt to a page that attempts to break the problem down
into its constituent parts. But the explanation itself is
laden with terms that Dunnings doesn’t understand. “First,
find the common multiple” is a good first step only if
you already know what a common multiple is. In theory,
Dunnings could click on the term to read a definition of it.
But he’s already seen enough. “Ms. Whelan,” he calls. “I
could use some help when you have a minute.”
Pulling up a chair next to him, Whelan watches him attempt
the next problem and sees immediately where he’s going
wrong.
Whelan: See where it says, “Simplify the expression?”
Do you know what that means?
Dunnings: [Shakes his head no.]
Whelan: OK. Let’s see. … Ask me how old I am.
Dunnings: How old are you?
Whelan: I’m 60 minus six. But wouldn’t it just be simpler
to say I’m 54?
Dunnings: Yeah.
Whelan: So that’s why, if we see “60 minus six,” we have
to simplify the expression to 54.

The proverbial light flicks on. Dunnings simplifies his
equation, and suddenly the rest of the problem looks more
manageable.
In a class that revolves around computers and software,
you might think that the software would do most of the
teaching. On the contrary, the students in Whelan’s class
seem to do most of their actual learning—in the sense
of acquiring new concepts—during their brief bursts of
personal interaction with their human tutors.
That seems like a serious problem for ALEKS. And if
the software were intended to function as an all-in-one
educational solution, it would be. But McGraw-Hill
Education is adamant that isn’t the goal. Not anytime
soon, at least.
“Unlike some younger tech startups, we don’t think the
goal is to replace the teacher,” says Laster, the company’s
chief digital officer. “We think education is inherently
social, and that students need to learn from well-trained
and well-versed teachers. But we also know that that time
together, shoulder-to-shoulder, is more and more costly,
and more and more precious.”
The role of the machine-learning software, in this view,
is to automate all the aspects of the learning experience
that can be automated, liberating the teacher to focus on
what can’t.
But how much of the learning experience can really be
automated? And what is lost when that happens?

Apple Innovations
Continued from page 1.

Financial upgrades for Apple
If you really look at their profits closely, Apple is making a
killing off of the average product user. You don’t ever just pay
for the device. You have to pay for some sort of functional
update product, or you have to buy a million accessories.
The biggest way the typical customer ends up spending
their money is through all of the additional applications they
choose to purchase after the initial purchase of their most
beloved device.
The year of the Apple Watch
The recently released Apple Watch is a million dollar
investment for Apple. The Apple Watch can do no wrong –

Continued on page 9.
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Apple Ambassador
Continued from page 2.

in September Apple sold 230 million iPhones, with the
majority of those being in the iPhone 6 series. That means
a lot of A8 and A9 processors (from Samsung and TSMC),
modern cameras (from Sony), 4.7 and 5.5-inch displays
(from Sharp and Japan Display) and so on.
To make sure that tens of millions of iPhones are available
in various memory capacities and colors with the different
LTE specs required worldwide each September requires
Apple to work with suppliers far in advance. All those parts
are specified, produced and delivered long before iPhones
reach buyers every fall. But some of those parts are more
complicated than others, especially displays.
Apple for its part, typically specifies custom screens for the
iPhone that often have unique resolutions (like the 1334
x 750 pixel iPhone 6 and 6s screen) and special features
(the new 3D Touch) making them “Apple only” parts.
In other words, you can’t just call up Samsung or AU
Optronics and say, “We’d like 30 million iPhone screens.”
Either you’re an iPhone screen supplier or you aren’t. And
if you are, Apple has been working with you likely for
years to make screens for iPhones that people aren’t even
thinking about yet.
In return, there are perks. For one, you’re going to get a
big order. It’s unlikely Apple will work with more than
three suppliers for a given part and typically there are just
two. Divide that over, say, the 200 million iPhone 6 and 6s
smartphones that will ship from this October till next and
you’re looking at billions of dollars worth of revenue for
your display business. Another perk is that because Apple
is asking you to dedicate a portion of your production for
its needs and has nearly $200 billion in cash sitting around
earning less than 1% interest, it will often prepay part of
the cost of the deal. Oh, and because the iPhone 6 and 6s
have a two-year cycle, you typically can count on doubling
your earnings in a deal.
Which brings us back to OLED screens and the iPhone. For
years, the high contrast displays were simply not an option
for Apple. Back in 2013, when CEO Tim Cook was trash
talking OLED, essentially the only supplier worldwide
was Samsung. At the time, Apple and Samsung were in
a blood feud over patents and even if the two companies
weren’t at odds, the Korean giant lacked the production
capacity to supply even the then smaller iPhone market.
With the iPhone 6 due in 2014, there was simply no way
Apple could offer OLED with just one realistic volume
supplier — and one it didn’t much care for.

The massive success of that model, though, had the ironic
effect of ensuring there’d be no OLED in the iPhone 7,
what we’re calling the model due in the autumn of 2016.
In the time since 2013, LG has emerged as an important
OLED supplier, both in televisions and smartphones but
not at iPhone-like volumes. To supply the iPhone 7 with
OLED screens, Apple would need to know that somehow
more than 50 million could be ready by the upcoming
spring — just a few short months from now. They’d need
at least that many more before the year was over. While
Apple might have been ready to switch to OLED, which
has now surpassed the quality of its still-excellent LCD
screens, it couldn’t until the supply chain caught up.
And indeed, LG has made announcements that it’s
gearing up OLED production in a major way. But what’s
fascinating is that in describing what the production will
be used for, they never use the word smartphone. That’s
perhaps the best clue of all they’ve made a deal with Apple
to supply screens for a future iPhone. Why? Because of
Cupertino’s famous desire for secrecy and because of
this critical part of LG’s press release: “The company has
already announced it will invest KRW1.05 trillion in a
6th generation flexible OLED production line in Gumi,
Gyeongsangbuk Province. The 6th- generation production
line will produce 7,500 sheets per month and is expected
to start mass production in the first half of 2017.”
A 6th-generation line is perfect for making mobile screens
(too small for TV making and likely too large for making
watch-sized displays). With a start date expected in 2017,
that gives LG some wiggle room to ramp up production,
satisfy its own internal demand, sell to other third parties
and also become a major Apple OLED supplier in 2018.
Could there be a switch to OLED for the iPhone 7s in
2017? It’s possible but not likely. Apple would still be
overly reliant on Samsung that year and even with the
thaw between the two company, there might not be enough
capacity for high-end displays across the Galaxy and
iPhone families. This has led to speculation that only some
iPhones would get OLED at first.
More likely is that the switch happens in 2018 with the
iPhone 8. Still, whether Japan Display can catch up to
Apple’s timetable for the putative iPhone 8 that year is
very much to be determined. Even if the consortium is not
ready at that time it would likely join Samsung and LG as
a supplier down the road. That kind of diversity in supply
gives Apple some negotiating leverage in the medium
term, arguably better than they have had with the A-series
processors where they’ve relied heavily on Samsung and
TSMC. Intel and Apple have supposedly talked many times
about making Apple’s chips but so far those conversations
haven’t come close to reaching fruition.
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OLED competition should only grow as the decade
wanes, too. The Taiwanese makers like AU Optronics and
the Innolux division of Apple’s major iPhone assembler
Foxconn have to invest in the technology sometime soon.
Mainland China is already working towards joining the
fray with BOE gearing up to produce OLED panels for
use in mobile devices.
Aside from improved image quality, OLED displays are
inherently flexible (much more so than LCD, which can be
bent in a limited way only). While this has led to some silly
products like curved TVs and questionable “innovations”
like the Galaxy S6 Edge it will also eventually allow for
devices that bring folding designs to mobile. For Apple to
remain at the leading edge of must-have devices, it has to
embrace OLED. But getting there will take time. Close to
three more years, in fact.

Apple Innovations
Continued from page 7.

well, mostly – when it comes to the company’s target audience.
It really is an amazing innovation, though. It’s like a cell
phone, iPod, tablet, and FitBit all mixed into one singular
device.
It’ll cost you a couple hundred bucks to purchase, but it’s
worth it if you’re a loyal Apple product user (even if not!).
The iPhone 6s and 6s Plus
The 3D touch technology on these new versions of the iPhone
are quite advanced compared to the Android competitor
phones. With the newly updated technology, you will be
able to see the intellect of the device. It can tell just how you
choose to tap on something. If you tap lightly or with fervor,
the new iPhone can tell the difference much more accurately
than your standard Android cell phone.
Siri + Apple Television
Even if you’re not the biggest fan of the automated contextual
intelligence of the beautiful Siri, you can appreciate the fact
that “she” has quite a bit of factual knowledge to offer. Picture
that intelligence instilled into your television’s memory. And
Apple pulled it off.
The new Apple TV comes fully equipped with the knowledge
of Siri.
All that is necessary is to advertise this fancy, and the
company’s got a million dollar profit.

Continued from page 3.

Yippy automatically detects and blocks adult content. That
includes pornography, gambling sites, sex product sites and
other websites that are not appropriate for kids.
Plus, the site protects your privacy. It will not collect
personally identifiable information about you, like your
name, telephone number, address or email address.
However, it may collect anonymous information about
your computer, like your IP address. It also uses cookies,
but not to track your personal behavior.
3. Ixquick
Ixquick calls itself the world’s most private search site.
It doesn’t record your IP address, browser information or
search history, so advertisers can’t track you.
This search sits also gives you the privacy of searching
via proxy, so sites you visit don’t even know your real IP
address. This is similar to a program like Tor, but without
the hassle of setting it up. Ixquick’s proxy option gives you
the most online privacy. It may slow down your searches,
but when you select “proxy,” Ixquick makes you invisible
online.
To use it, just do a search from Ixquick for a word like
“Komando.” Your search results will look similar to
Google’s search results, with a list of websites it has found
that match your search. Each result, however, has three
options. Just click on a link and it takes you to a page as
normal, meaning the website can see you.
Choose “Highlight” just to see the basics of a site and see
if you actually want to visit it. Or you can click “Proxy,”
and you will remain anonymous to the site you’re visiting.
Those sites will see Ixquick’s IP address, not yours. Just
note that it will slow down the site a little.
Ixquick also keeps you out of filter bubbles, so you can
get the search results you’re looking for. Plus, it has a neat
star system that rates the accuracy of your search results
by cross-checking with other search engines. For example,
four stars means that four other search engines agreed on
that search term result.
Even if you minimize your use of Google, it’s not the
only company collecting your information and using it in
scary ways. Find out how Facebook and hundreds of
other sites track and share what you do, and how to
put a stop to it.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Cecilia MacDonald
or send your fees payable to her at
the following address:
Cecilia MacDonald
260 Sever Road
Delanson, NY 12053

Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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